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Abstract 
We introduce the concept of depth and r-depth of a matroid M, proving that the sequence of 
the r-depths is the conjugate partition of the rank partition of M. The notion of quasi- 
transversal is defined and its properties tated. We also present connections between the 
concept of r-depth, the quasi-transversals of M and the circuits of the kth power of M. 
1. Introduction 
Let S be a finite set of cardinality m and MI(S)  . . . . .  Mk(S) matroids on S (we will 
write M instead of M(S)  when no ambiguity is expected). The set of parts of S 
{Ij  w 12 ~ "" w Ik: li is independent in Mi, i=  1 ..... k} 
is the set of independent sets of a matroid on S, called sum or union of the matroids 
Mt . . . . .  Mk and denoted by V~-~MI. The union of k copies of M is called the kth 
power of M and is denoted by M ~k). 
We denote by Pk the rank function of M ~kl. The least integer k such that pk(M) = I S I 
is called covering number of M. The convention Po = 0 is assumed. 
It is known [3] that the sequence (pi(M))~ E It ....... , is increasing and concave, i.e. 
(i) px(m)  <<. pz(m) ~< "" ~< pro(M); 
(ii) p l (M) -  po(M)  >~ p2(M) -  p~(M) >~ ... >1 pro(M) -  p,, I (M). 
It is also observed in [3] that, if M has no loops, the sum 
~i~1 (p , (M) -  Pi I(M)) = p, . (M)= m. 
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Then 
p(M) = (p l (M) -  po(M), pz (M) -  pl(M) ..... p , , (M) -  p,,_ a(M)) 
is a partition of m called rank partition of M. 
Let 2 = (21,22 ..... ,~,) be a partition of n. Then p = (/q,/~2 ..... /~,) is the conjugate 
partition of 2 if 
/~i = I{J: 2i ~> i}[. 
The number of boxes in the rows of the Young diagram [2]  is equal to the number 
of boxes of the corresponding columns of the Young diagram [/~]. The main purpose 
of this article is to present he concept of depth of a matroid, and to state the relations 
between this concept and the notion of rank partition. 
Definition 1.1. Let M be a matroid on the set S, r a positive integer and Pl its rank 
function. If there are no independent sets in M of cardinality r we say that the r-depth 
of M is 0. Otherwise, we call r-depth of M the greatest positive integer k, for which 
there exists an independent set F in M (k) such that pk- l (F)= (k -  1)pl(F) and 
IF[ = (k - 1)pl(F) + r. The 1-depth of M will be called the depth of M. 
We denote the r-depth of M by tr(M). 
The above-mentioned relation between this notion and the rank partition, appears 
when we consider the sequence of r-depths, (tr(M))r_l ....... and is stated in the 
main theorem. 
Main Theorem 1.2. Let M (S) be a matroid without loops. Let p(M) be its rank partition. 
Then 
p(M)' = (t 1 (M), tz(M) ..... tin(M)). 
Corollary 1.3. I f  M has no loops then (tl(M), t2(M) ..... tin(M)) is a partition of m called 
the depth partition of M. 
Corollary 1.4. I f  M has no loops the depth of M is equal to the covering number of M. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let S be a finite set of cardinality m and M = (S, J )  be a matroid on S. The set J 
(of the independent sets of M) is sometimes denoted by J (M) .  
Let M(S) be a matroid and Pl its rank function. Let A ~ S. We denote by M(A) the 
restriction of M to A, i.e., the matroid M'  = (A, J ' ) ,  where J '  is the collection of 
independent subsets of A. It is easy to check that Mtk)(A) = M(A) tk). 
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A set T _c S is a transversal [2] of M (k) if there exists a family of k pairwise disjoint 
subsets of T, (I~)~, :~ ..... < satisfying 
(1) li is a basis of M(T);  
(2) T = [.) ~:, 1z. 
Therefore, T is a transversal of M (kt if and only if T is an independent set in M (k) and 
IT[ = kp~(T) [2,5]. Observe that for each independent set T in M (k), we have 
I rl = pk(r)  <~ kp, (T). 
The following Theorem is contained in [2]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a matroid on S, We have the Jollowin9 properties: 
(1) l f  C is a circuit of  M (k), then for every y ~ C, C \  {y} is a transversal. 
(2) There exists a subset S' orS which is the ,qreatest of  the subsets X orS sati@,in.q 
pk(x) = ko~(x) 
and S \S '  is a subset of the set of the isthmusses of M(k)(S). 
(3) The set T ~_ S is a maximal (for the inclusion order) transversal of M(k}(s) (land 
only if it is a basis of M (kl (S'). 
We denote by )~M the closure of X in a matroid M. 
The following proposition, proved in [2], states that the set of transversals con- 
tained in a basis of the kth power of M is a lattice. 
Proposition 2.2. Let B be a basis of  M(kJ(s). Then the following hold: 
(1) I f  T 1 and T2 are transversals of  M (k) contained in B then T 1 c~ T2 and T1 u 7"2 are 
transversals of M (k) and the set of  transversals of  M (k) contained in B has a maximum and 
a minimum (for the inclusion partial order). 
(2) ( f  T is the maximum transversal (once again fiw the inclusion) of M k contained in B, 
then 
S\B  = TM'~'\T= TM\T. 
The next result was stated in [3] and ensures that every basis of M (k) can be split 
into linear independent sets according to the first k parts of the rank partition of M. 
Proposition 2.3. l f  B is a basis of  M (k), there exist k pairwise disjoint independent sets 
B1 ..... Bk of  M such that 
(i) B1u ... w Bt is a basis of  M re , t= 1 ..... k 
(ii) B1 u ... u Bk = B. 
3. Quasi-transversals 
From now on M(S) is a matroid without loops with rank function Pl ; k will denote 
a positive integer. 
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Definition 3.1. Let r be a nonnegative integer. We say that T_~ S is an r-quasi- 
transversal of  M tk) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) T is independent in M(k) ;  
(ii) pk-~(T)  = (k - 1)p~(T); 
(iii) ] TI = (k -  1)pa(T) + r. 
A quasi-transversal is an r-quasi-transversal for some r. 
Remark 3.2. (1) If T is an r-quasi-transversal of M (k), then r ~ pa(T). 
(2) The set T is a quasi-transversal of M (k) if and only if T satisfies (i) and (ii). 
(3) If tr(M) (the r-depth of M) is not 0, it is the greatest integer k such that M (k) 
contains an r-quasi-transversal. 
Proposition 3.3. Let r be a nonnegative integer and T a subset of  S. The set T is an 
r-quasi-transversal of M (k) if  and only if there exist pairwise disjoint independent sets 
A 1 . . . . .  A k of M, such that 
(a) T = A1 u ... u A k, 
(b) A~ -M A~ M Ak M . . . . . .  ~ Ak, 
(c) I Akl = r. 
Proof. Assume that there exist sets A~ . . . . .  A k satisfying (a)-(c). Then A 1 k) . . .  k3 A k is 
independent in M tkl. On the other hand, (b) implies that A1 . . . . .  Ak-1 are bases of 
M(T) .  Therefore, 
Ok I(T)>~ IA~I + ' "  + IAk-~l =(k -  1)pl(T).  
Thus, Pk_ l (T)  = (k - 1)pl(T)  and 
[TI = IA,[  + ... + IAk- l l  + IAkl =(k  - 1)p l (T )+r .  
Hence, we conclude that T is an r-quasi-transversal. 
The converse follows easily from Proposit ion 2.3. [] 
Remark 3.4. It is now easy to conclude, using the remarks made after the definition of 
transversal, that if C is a circuit of M (k-l), then it is a 1-quasi-transversal of M (k). 
We are going to prove now, that the set of quasi-transversals contained in a basis of 
M tk~ is a union semilattice. However, as we will see in Example 3.7, the intersection 
of quasi-transversals contained in a basis is not always a quasi-transversal. Thus 
Proposit ion 2.2(1) can only partially be extended to quasi-transversals. 
Proposition 3.5. Let B be a basis of  M tk). I f  T1 is an r-quasi-transversal of M (k), T 2 is an 
s-quasi-transversal of  M tk) and T~, 7"2 ~- B, then T 1 w T 2 is a t-quasi-transversal of  M Ik~ 
with t >1 max {r, s}. 
Proof. Let B be a basis of M tk), TI an r-quasi-transversal of M (k), T 2 an s-quasi- 
transversal of M (k) and T1, T 2 _~ B. Then T~ w T2 -~ B and T~ u T2 is independent in 
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M ~k). Let E = T1 w T2. By Theorem 2.1(2) there exists a greatest subset E' of E for 
which 
Pk 1(E') = (k - 1)pl(E'). 
Since T1 and T2 satisfy (ii) of Definition 3.1, T1 ~_ E' and Tz ~ E'. Since 
E' _~ T~ w T2, we get E' = T1 w 7"2 and hence 
Pk I(TI k3 T2)= (k -  1 )p l (T  1 ~ T2). 
By Remark 3.2(2), T1 w T2 is a t-quasi-transversal of M Ik~, for some nonnegative 
integer t. Let G1 . . . . .  Gk be independent sets of M(T1 w T2), pairwise disjoint, satisfy- 
ing the conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.3. 
T1 = (T1 ~ (G1 t,.) ... k_) Gk_ l )  ) @ {T 1 (5 Gk). (l) 
Since T1 ~ (G1 w ... w Gk 1) is independent in M ~k ~ we know that 
IT1 n (G l  w . . .WGk 1)1~<(k-  l)pt(T1). 
Using (1) and the former inequality we get 
]T~ r~ (G1 w ... w Gk-1)[ +IT1  ¢~ Gk[ = ]Tll = (k - 1)pl(T1) + r 
and then t = [Gk] >>- r. Similarly we can deduce that t ~> s and then t ~> max {r, s}. [] 
Remark 3.6. We can easily derive from Proposit ion 3.3 that if T is an r-quasi- 
transversal of M ~k) then, for every t e {0 ..... r} there exists a t-quasi-transversal of M Igl 
contained in T. 
On the other hand, using Proposit ion 3.5, we can state that if T is an r-quasi- 
transversal of M ~kl and F is a t-quasi-transversal of M ~kl, with F _c T, then t ~< r. 
Example 3.7. Let V be a vector space over the field of the reals with {eb ¢2, e3, e4} as 
basis. Let S be the set 
S = {el,e2, ea, e4,2el ,2e2,2ea,  2e4, el + e3, el + e2,3e3, el + e4} 
and M be the matroid on S whose independent sets are the linearly independent 
subsets of S. 
The covering number of M is 3. Therefore, S is a basis of M ~3~. Consider the 
following subsets of S: 
F = {el,e3,2el,2e3, e1 + e3}, 
T= {el,ez, e4, e I + ez, 2ez,2eg, el + e4} 
and 
U = el,e2,2eb2e2, el + e2}. 
We have that F, T and U are 1-quasi transversals of M ~3t, F w T is a 3-quasi- 
transversal of M ~3~, F w U is a 2-quasi-transversal of M ~3~ and F r~ T = {el } is not 
a quasi-transversal of M ~3). 
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Proposi t ion 3.8. Let  C1 . . . . .  Cr be circuits o f  M (k- l) such that C1 w ... u Cr is in- 
dependent in M tk~. Assume that for  every i ~ {1 . . . . .  r}, CiT~ u j ¢ iCj, then C1 w ... ~ Cr 
contains an r-quasi-transversal of M ~k). Moreover, C1 u ... ~ C~ is a t-quasi-transversal 
with t >~ r. I f  pl(C1 u ... u Cr) = r then t = r, i.e. C1 u ... u C~ is a r-quasi-transver- 
sal. 
Proof.  The sets C1 . . . . .  Cr are 1-quasi - t ransversals  of M tk) and C~ u -.. w Cr is con-  
ta ined in a basis of M tk~. Therefore,  by P ropos i t ion  3.5, C1 u ... w C~ is a quasi-  
t ransversa l  of M ok) and 
Pk 1(C1 w "'" u C~) = (k - 1)pl(C1 w ... ~ C~). (2) 
For  each i e { 1 . . . .  , r} let 
y iEC i \ (  U c j )  • 
\ j~ i  / 
Let i e {1 . . . . .  r}. Since Ci is a circuit of M (k- 1j 
.M/k - 1) 
Yi ~ Ci \ Yi 
Therefore,  
.M Ik  - 11 
y,  ~ (C~ \y~)  u .. .  ~: (C~\y~)  
Mtk  - 11 
= (Cx u -.. u C~) \{y ,  . . . . .  yr} . 
Then 
M 
Y i  E (C  1 k..) " ' "  L.] Cr) \  {y l ,  ... , Yr} . 
We can now conclude that for  every i ~ {1 . . . . .  r}, 
p~_, t (q  u .. .  u c~) \{y ,  . . . . .  y~}) = p~_ , ( t (q  u . . .  ~ q ) \{y ,  . . . . .  yr}) u {y,}), 
and 
p l ( (C1 k3 . . -  L~ Cr ) \{y  1 . . . . .  Yr}) = p~(((C, u ... w C~) \{y ,  . . . . .  y,}) w {y,}). 
Thus, because of (2), we have 
Pk ~( (C ,  u "'" ~ C~) \{y~ . . . . .  y,}) =(k  - I )p , ( (C I  u - . .  u C . ) \{y l  . . . . .  y .}) .  (3) 
Let B be a basis of M (k- 1) ( (C  1 k..) . . .  k.) C , ) \{y l , . . . ,  Yr}). Us ing (3) and Theorem 2.1 
we get that  B is a t ransversa l  of M (k- 1). Then 
IBI = Pk ,(B) = (k - 1)pl(B).  
As 
__MIk -  1) Mtk -  I) 
B = (C1  w . . .  u C , ) \{y ,  . . . . .  y ,}  , 
__MIk  - lJ - -M  
Yl . . . . .  Yr ~ B and consequent ly  Yl . . . .  ,yr 6 B . 
(4) 
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Thus 
p~_,(B)  = p~_ l (B  u {Ya ..... Y,}) 
and 
p, (B)  = p , (B  vo {Ya . . . . .  Y,}).  
Then, using (4) 
Pk a(B vo {y ,  . . . . .  Yr})  = Pk a(B) 
= (k - 1 )p l (B )  
= (k --  1)p l (B  u {Yl . . . . .  Yr}) 
and 
[B L.) {Y l  . . . . .  y,-}l--IBI + I{y,, ...,y,-}l 
= (k -- 1)px(B) + r 
= (k -  1)pl(B w {Yl ..... y~}) + r. 
Then B w {Ya ..... Yr} is an r-quasi-transversal of M (k) contained in C1 w .-- w Cr. 
Since C~ w ... w Cr is a quasi transversal of M (k) which contains an r-quasi- 
transversal of M (k), we know, by the Remark 3.6, that Ca vo ... vo Cr is a t-quasi- 
transversal of M (k) for some t >~ r. If p~(CI w ... w Cr) = r, then it follows from 
Remarks 3.2 that r = t, consequently Ca w ... w Cr is an r-quasi-transversal. 
Example 3.9. Let V be a real vector space and {el,e2, e3} a linearly independent 
family of V. Let S be the set 
S = {ebe2,  ea,2eb2e2,2ea,  el + ez, 2ex + e2, el + e3} 
and M be the matroid on S whose independent sets are the linearly independent 
subsets of S. 
Let Ca and C2 be the following circuits of M(2): 
Ca = {e2 ,2e l ,2e2 ,e l  + e2,2et  + e2,}, 
C2 = {ea, e2,es,2e3,ea + ez,2et + ez, ea + e3}. 
These circuits satisfy the conditions of Proposit ion 3.8. Then Ca w C2 contains 
a 2-quasi-transversal of M (3). Following the proof and chosing 2ea e Ca\C2 and 
el e C2\Ca we obtain 
(C, w C2) \{e l ,2ea}  = {e2, e3,2e2,2e3,el  + e2,2ea + e2, el + e3}, 
which is not independent in M (2). A basis of (C1 w C2) \{e1 ,2e l}  in M 12) is, for 
instance, 
B = {e2, e>2e2,2e3, e1 + e2,2ea + el}. 
Then B vo {e>2el} is a 2-quasi-transversal of M (3). 
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Proposition 3.10. Let r be a positive integer. I f  T is an r-quasi-transversal of  M (k) there 
exist circuits C1 ..... C, ~_ T of  M tk-l) such that C i~ w j~ ICj, i=  1 ..... r. 
Proofi Assume that T is an r-quasi-transversal of M (k). Let 
T= A l  W ... w A k l k_) Ak,  
be subsets of T satisfying (i) and (ii) of Proposit ion 2.3. Let Ak = {Yl ..... y~}. Then 
A1 u ... w Ak 1 is a basis of Mtk-l~(T). Denote by Ci the circuit of M tk-l) such that 
y ieC l  ~ (A1  w " '"  kJ Ak -1)k - )  {Yi}.  
It can be easily seen that C1,..., C, satisfy the conditions of the statement. [] 
Corollary 3.11. Let M be a matroid with nonzero r-depth. The r-depth of  M is equal to 
the greatest integer k such that there exist circuits C1, ..., Cr of  M k- 1 satisfying 
(i) CiT~ u j¢ iC j ,  i=  1 ..... r, 
(ii) C1 u ... w Cr is independent in M ~k). 
Proof. Easy consequence of Propositions 3.8, 3.10 and Remark 3.2(3). [] 
4. Proof of the main theorem 
4.1. Proof  o f  Theorem 1.2 
Assume that M(S , J )  is a matroid without loops, p(M)  is the rank partition of 
M and m = I S I. Let p(M) '  = (r'l, r'z ..... r~,). Then r~ = 0 if there is no j such that 
pj(M) - p~_ I(M) >~ i. Otherwise rl is the maximum of the set 
{j: p~(M) -  p j - I (M)  >>- i}. 
Let s 6 {1 ..... m}. We first prove that ts(M) >~ r'~. 
This is obviously true if r'~ = 0. Assume that r'~ = k > 0. Let B1 ..... Bk be pairwise 
disjoint independent sets in M, such that B1 u ... w Bi is a basis of M t°, i = 1 ..... k. 
Since r's = k, we get 
IBkl = pk(M)  --  Pk - I (M)  ~ S. 
If k = 1, we have B1 ~ J and ]B1 I >~ s, and hence q(M)  >>, 1 = k = r's. 
Assume that k > 1. Let Tbe the maximum transversal o fM (k- 1) which is contained 
_ T M in B1 w ... w Bk- 1; then Bk c (see Proposit ion 2.2). Thus, let Tk be a subset of Bk 
of cardinality s. Proposit ion 3.3 implies that T w Tk is an s-quasi-transversal of M (k). 
Then ts(M) >>. r'~. 
Now we are going to prove that r'~ >1 t~(M). If t~(M) = 0, this is obviously true. 
Assume that t~(M) = k > O. 
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Let F be an independent  set of M (k) such that Pk_ l (F )=(k  - 1)pdF)  and 
I F I  = (k - 1 )p l (F )  + s. Since F is independent  in M Ik~ there exists a basis B of M ~ 
such that F c B. Let B1,B2  . . . . .  Bk be pairwise dis joint independent  subsets of M, 
such that  B 1 k3 -.- ~ B k = B and B~ w ... w Bg is a basis of M "~, i = 1 . . . . .  k. Since 
F ~_ B~ w ... w Bk, if I Bkl < s, we have 
I F  ~(B1  w ... W Bk-1) l  >(k-  1)p l (F ) ,  
a contrad ict ion,  since F c7 (B1 w ... w Bk -~)  is independent  in M Ik- 1( Thus I Bkl >1 s. 
This implies pk ( M ) -- Pk - I ( M ) >~ s. Then r~ ~> k = ts( M) .  [] 
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